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Terahertz power dependence of the photoresponse of field effect transistors, operating at
frequencies from 0.1 to 3 THz for incident radiation power density up to 100 kW/cm2 was studied
for Si metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors and InGaAs high electron mobility
transistors. The photoresponse increased linearly with increasing radiation intensity up to the
kW/cm2 range. Nonlinearity followed by saturation of the photoresponse was observed for all
investigated field effect transistors for intensities above several kW/cm2. The observed
photoresponse nonlinearity is explained by nonlinearity and saturation of the transistor channel
current. A theoretical model of terahertz field effect transistor photoresponse at high intensity was
developed. The model explains quantitative experimental data both in linear and nonlinear regions.
Our results show that dynamic range of field effect transistors is very high and can extend
over more than six orders of magnitudes of power densities (from 0.5 mW/cm2 to 5 kW/cm2).
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4872031]
V

I. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic waves in the terahertz (THz) frequency
range are gaining importance because of many applications
in the domains of security, biology, imaging, material control, and characterization. The development of many of these
applications is hindered by the lack of sensitive and robust
room temperature detectors, especially with high dynamic
range. The THz detection phenomenon in field-effect transistors (FETs) was explained by the Dyakonov-Shur plasma
wave theory.1 When THz radiation is coupled to the FET—
between gate and source—the THz ac voltage modulates
simultaneously carrier density and the carrier drift velocity.
As a result, THz ac signal is rectified and leads to a dc photoresponse between source and drain proportional to the
received power. For high carrier mobility devices (III–V
devices at cryogenic temperatures), the THz field can induce
plasma waves that propagate in the channel and resonant
plasma modes can be excited leading to weak voltage tunable detection.2,3 At room temperature, plasma waves are
overdamped and THz radiation leads only to a density perturbation that decays exponentially with the distance from
the source with the characteristic length Leff that is typically
on the order of a few tens of nanometers.4 A more detailed
description of the physical mechanism of THz detection by
FETs can be found in Ref. 5. In the case of room temperature, broadband detection the detection process can be alternatively explained by the model of distributed resistive
self-mixing.6,7 Although not treating all plasma related
0021-8979/2014/115(16)/164514/8/$30.00

physics rigorously, the resistive mixing model allows a
rational detector design.7,8 THz FET detectors show high
responsivity (up to a few kV/W), low noise equivalent power
(down to 10 pW/冑Hz),9 and fast response time (below 1 ns
(Ref. 10) and 30 ps (Ref. 11)). Additional interesting properties of the FET detector were recently discovered, where the
photoresponse exhibits sensitivity to radiation helicity10,12
making FETs promising for the all-electric detection of the
radiation Stokes parameters. However, there have been very
few studies of THz FET detectors at high radiation intensities.
The first high intensity experiments were reported in Ref. 13.
It was shown that for GaAs high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs), the photoresponse remained linear in radiation intensity up to 8 6 4 kW/cm2 (11 W total intensity) at 240 GHz,
followed by a non-linear photoresponse. For moderate intensity (up to 0.5 kW/cm2 at 1.63 THz), the broadband detection
by FETs versus the radiation power was studied in Ref. 14,
where a linear power dependence, followed by a square root
dependence for higher intensities was observed.
Here, we report the radiation intensity dependent photoresponse of FETs in a very wide intensity range going up to
500 kW/cm2. We demonstrate that for InGaAs HEMTs and
silicon metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors
(Si-MOSFETs), there are a large interval of linear dependence followed by non-linear dependence and saturation. We
have developed a model describing the FET photoresponse
in a wide range of intensities. It allows quantitative data
interpretation using parameters determined from direct currents (dc) output characteristics. The saturation is explained
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of experimental setup. STM is a semitransparent mirror, PM is a parabolic mirror, OSc is an oscilloscope, RD is a reference
detector, FETD is THz FET detector. (b) Schematic view of the HEMT device with contact terminals S (source), D (drain), and G (gate). Transistors were irradiated by linearly polarized radiation at normal incidence in all optical experiments. L and Leff are length and effective detection length of transistor channel,
respectively.

by analogy with the standard dc current saturation. The calculated photoresponse shows close agreement with experimental data both in the linear and nonlinear regions. Our
experimental results show that the dynamic range of FETs
based detectors is relatively high and can extend over a wide
range of intensities from 0.5 mW/cm2 to 5 kW/cm2.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

To study the room temperature detector responsivity in
a wide intensity range from 0.5 mW/cm2 to 500 kW/cm2, we
used several types of monochromatic continuous wave (cw)
and pulsed sources operating in the frequency range from
0.13 THz to 3.3 THz. In this paper, as a basic parameter we
use the peak radiation intensity at the detector location to
consistently describe experimental data obtained with different sources and beam waists.
As high intensity sources (>1 W/cm2), we used an optically pumped molecular terahertz laser of the Regensburg
Terahertz Center TerZ15–17 and the free electron laser at
Rossendorf Helmholtz Institute system FELBE.18 Using
NH3 as the active medium for the molecular laser, we
obtained linearly polarized radiation with frequencies 3.33,
2.03, and 1.07 THz. Lower frequencies of 0.78 and 0.61 THz
were achieved using D2O and CH3F, respectively. The molecular laser generated single pulses with duration of about
100 ns, peak intensity 500 kW/cm2, and a repetition rate of
1 Hz. Radiation power was controlled by the THz photon
drag detector19 (Fig. 1(a)). By focusing the laser beam with a
parabolic mirror, we achieved an almost Gaussian profile, as
recorded with a pyroelectric camera,20 and exhibiting full
widths at half maximum between 1 mm (at 3.33 THz) and
3 mm (at 0.61 THz). To vary the radiation intensity, we used
a set of teflon, black polyethylene, and/or pertinax calibrated
attenuators.21 THz FET photoresponses were measured using
an oscilloscope. In this set-up, photoresponse was measured
as a voltage drop over a 50 X load resistor and fed into an
amplifier with a bandwidth of 300 MHz and a voltage amplification of 20 dB. The FEL provided 6.22 ps pulses at 1.55

THz and 8.4 ps pulses at 2.11 THz with a repetition rate of
13 MHz and peak intensity 200 kW/cm2. The radiation
attenuation was achieved using a series of wire grid attenuators. The beam was focused on the sample by a parabolic
mirror; the resulting diameter was about 2.5 mm.
Low intensity cw radiation (<1 W/cm2) was obtained
using a backward wave oscillator (BWO), a cw methanol
laser,15,22 and a commercially available Schottky diode
(Radiometer Physics GmbH). The operation frequencies and
maximum output power levels were as follows: 129–145 GHz
and 15 mW (BWO C4-161), 292 GHz and 4.5 mW (Schottky
diode source, Radiometer Physics GmbH), 2.54 THz and 20
mW (methanol laser). Radiation from the sources was focused
by parabolic mirrors. For BWO and Schottky diode, the beam
spatial distribution was monitored during the experiment by a
pyroelectric detector (MG-30) and a THz FET with XY-stage
at the focal point. The beam had a Gaussian profile with
3–7 mm beam waist depending on radiation source and wavelength. Radiation power was measured by a photo-acoustic
power meter (Thomas Keating) and attenuation was controlled
by changing source output power directly or by using calibrated
attenuators. For the methanol laser, the power and beam spatial
distribution were controlled like for high intensity sources.
Detection signals were measured using 50 X or 1 MX
preamplifiers followed by a lock-in amplifier. The peak values of the signal were determined by taking into account the
lock-in averaging algorithm with proper frequency and duty
factors. When comparing 50 X preamplifiers data with other
results, all 1 MX preamplifiers data were corrected by the
load resistance depending factor as described in Sec. IV.
The main parameters of the detectors used in our experiments and the fitting parameters are summarized in Table I.
Our experiments were done at room temperature, thus the regime of the detection was broadband (non-resonant). The radiation induced carrier density oscillations decay exponentially
along the channel4 with characteristic length Leff (see Fig. 1(b)).
The HEMT detectors were pseudomorphic based on
InGaAs/GaAs structures. The gate length was L ¼ 0.13 lm, the
gate width W was from 12 to 40 lm, open channel carrier

TABLE I. Sample parameters.
Name

HEMT
MOSFET

Type

L
(lm)

W
(lm)

Vth
(V)

g

ln
(cm2/(Vs))

kth
(mV/K)

kl

A

b

Leff
(nm)

kant
cm(V/W)1/2

InGaAs
Si

0.13
2

12–40
20

0.18
0.6

1.3
1.75

2900
500

0.21
2.1

1.6
1.7

0.077
0.012

0.92
0.9

65
31

212
298
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mobility was ln ¼ 2900 cm2/(Vs) at T ¼ 300 K. Close to the
threshold voltage, the mobility was ln ¼ 1200 cm2/(Vs). The
mobility was determined by the magneto-resistance technique.23 The Si MOSFET had L ¼ 2 lm and ln ¼ 500 cm2/(Vs).
Similar to previous experiments, the bonding wires and metallization of contact pads served as effective antennas.24,25

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows compilation of the results for different
HEMT samples and different types of THz sources. The
responsivity RVI is defined as the ratio of detector photoresponse, DU, to radiation intensity, Iir, at the focal point of the
parabolic mirror, and is plotted as a function of incident
power density. To present the responsivity versus radiation
intensity in a way independent of experimental conditions
(pulsed, cw sources), we consistently used the peak signals
and radiation intensity values. The left panel shows RVI for
cw sources with low output intensity (less than a few mW).
The right panel shows RVI for high intensity pulsed sources.
The results could be fitted by the phenomenological formula for determining of the characteristic saturation intensity
Iir,sat,
1
RVI ð=ir Þ ¼ RVI0 ð=ir Þ
;
(1)
1 þ =ir ==ir;sat
where RVI0(Iir) ¼ const is the constant responsivity in the
linear region (Iir < Iir,sat).
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the responsivity values of THz
FETs in pulsed lasers sources are slightly lower than responsivity values in cw sources at approximately the same frequency (2.11 THz and 2.54 THz). This difference can be
explained by the systematical error of pulsed measurements,
most probably related to time resolution limitations of the oscilloscope used in pulsed experiments. This systematical
error leads to slight underestimation of RVI0. However, we

FIG. 2. The responsivity RVI as function of THz radiation intensity Iir, for
several GaAs HEMTs with different gate widths (W ¼ 12, 16, 22, 24,
40 lm) and frequencies. All curves were measured at VGS ¼ 0.1 V and
RL ¼ 50 X. Continuous wave (cw) sources with frequencies 0.13 THz, 0.29
THz, 2.54 THz results on the left side of the vertical dotted line. Results for
laser pulsed sources with frequencies 0.6 THz, 1.07 THz, 3.3 THz and FEL
FEBL at 2.11 THz (stars) are shown on the right side. Only high intensity
pulsed lasers permitted to observe the non-linear photoresponses of THz
FETs (on the right panel).
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do not perform any normalization between data obtained
using two experimental set-ups. This is because the only important fitting result is Iir,sat which is independent of any
multiplicative factor on RVI0.
Figure 2 shows the decreasing dependence of RVI0 on
the radiation frequency x (for pulsed and cw sources).
Frequency increase also leads to a shift of the characteristic
saturation intensity to higher intensity values. Frequency dependence of photoresponse in the linear region originates
from device properties and antenna coupling.26–28 RVI0 for
the linear region can be written as
 c
x0
RVI0 ðxÞ ¼ RVI0 ðx0 Þ
:
(2)
x
The influence of FETs parameters and antenna-detector
matching on responsivity for low input powers has been analyzed in Ref. 28. In that work, it was assumed that c ¼ 2 for
matching with lenses and/or wide aperture antennas, and
c ¼ 4 for other cases.
Figure 3 shows the frequency dependence of RVI0.
Measurement data were obtained in the linear region of detector response of pulsed lasers experiments at 10 W/cm2 (after Fig. 2). The line shows calculations according to Eq. (2)
with c ¼ 2. This fitting shows close agreement with the
responsivity behavior which was proposed in Ref. 28 and
verifies experimentally that indeed for matching with lenses
and/or wide aperture antennas c ¼ 2. This result is also close
to the experimental data behavior obtained in Ref. 27.
Figure 4(a) (left ordinate) shows normalized photoresponses (triangles) and fitting lines with a 292 GHz cw THz
radiation source measured as a function of gate bias VGS at
different loading resistances in the linear region of responsivity and a constant radiation frequency. Figure 4(a) shows
the same DU(VGS) shapes of pulsed (triangles) and cw
(circles) modes at same load resistance (50 X). In both
modes, DU can be described by the model in Eq. (14a) at
constant frequency and constant radiation intensity.
Figure 4(b) shows photoresponse as a function of gate
voltage and decreasing response due to temperature T increase
for HEMT (W ¼ 22 lm) in the linear region of photoresponse.
Solid lines in Fig. 4(b) present DU fitting using the model

FIG. 3. Responsivity RVI0(x) as a function of radiation frequency in the linear region for pulsed detection measurement. Dots are experimental data of
FET detectors (sample HEMT) at Iir, ¼ 10 W/cm2 (after Fig. 2). Line is fitting of Eq. (2) with c ¼ 2.
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FIG. 4. (a) Left ordinate: photoresponse (the sample HEMT, W ¼ 22 lm) as a function of gate bias VGS in linear region of photoresponse at 0.29 THz.
Triangles are photoresponses to cw THz radiation measured at RL 1 MX, 1 kX, and 50 X. Full circles are photoresponse to pulsed radiation measured across 50
X in linear region of photoresponse at 1.07 THz. Right ordinate: dark drain current as a function of gate bias at drain voltage 50 mV for the HEMT with
W ¼ 22 lm. Stars are experimental data; dashed-dotted line is fit according to Eq. (17) using parameters of HEMT presented in Table I. (b) Comparison of
HEMT (W ¼ 22 lm) photoresponses vs gate bias at different temperatures in linear region at frequency 1.07 THz (169 W/cm2): circles and rectangles are experimental data at T ¼ 293 K and T ¼ 340 K, respectively; solid lines shown fitting results using Eq. (14a) and taking into account the temperature dependence
Eqs. (18) and (19) (for parameters kth, kl, see Table I).

from Eq. (14a), taking into account heating of samples (Eqs.
(18) and (19)). The maximum photoresponse shifts to more
negative gate voltage (VGS,max ¼ 0.19 V at T ¼ 293 K and
VGS,max ¼ 0.225 V at T ¼ 340 K) with increasing temperature, and the shape becomes flatter with the maximum value
decreasing with temperature rise.
At higher intensities, the photoresponse is no longer linear in radiation intensity. The responsivity RVI decreases in
this case (see Fig. 5). Non-linear dependence was demonstrated in experiments13 on GaAs HEMTs. The linearity of
the photoresponse was observed up to 8 6 4 kW/cm2 (11 W)
on the FEL (UCSB, Santa Barbara) beam power at 240 GHz.
In this work, the authors suggested that Si lenses focused
10% to 50% of incident power on the devices. The theoretical model in Ref. 14 provides analytical expressions (for infinite load resistance) for two cases of gate voltage: above and
below threshold voltage. In our case when FETs operate
above threshold, the theory in Ref. 14 gives
DU ¼

Ua2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
;
2ð V02 þ Ua2 =2 þ V0 Þ

(3)

where V0 ¼ VGS  Vth, Vth is the threshold voltage, Ua is the
amplitude of the THz signal applied between gate and
source.1
It was found that at high input radiation intensity DU
increases not linearly, but as the square root with intensity
increase. The experimental results in Ref. 14 were measured at 1.63 THz with power levels varying from
9.5 W/cm2 to 510 W/cm2 showing non-linear behavior in
agreement with the theory.14 In this work, at 1.07 THz, we
observed the linear dependence up to intensities of
6.5 kW/cm2. However, our results (full dots in Fig. 5)
show a saturation behavior and cannot be described by the
square root dependence proposed by Eq. (3) (the dashed
dotted line in Fig. 5). Equation (3) describes only a partial
signal vs intensity dependence—just after the linear region,
most probably due to model assumption of the finite load
resistance.
Photoresponses of InGaAs HEMT and Si MOSFET to
pulsed radiation are shown in Fig. 6(a). Although the photoresponse magnitude between transistors differ significantly,
the dependence of DU on the Iir is qualitatively the same: at
first, it is linear followed by saturation.
The saturation values of photoresponse, DUsat, in Fig.
6(a) are 70 mV for HEMT and 3 mV for MOSFET. We convert DUsat into the current DiDS,sat in the measured circuit as
DiDS,sat ¼ DUsat/(RL þ Rch), where RL and Rch are the load
and the transistor channel resistance, respectively, and obtain
0.7 mA and 30 lA (as shown in the right ordinate axis in Fig.
6(a)). It is important to note that these values are close to saturation currents of non-irradiated devices at the same gate
bias as seen in Fig. 6(b). This important observation will be
discussed below.
IV. BROADBAND DETECTION MODEL AND
DISCUSSION

FIG. 5. Responsivity RVI of HEMT sample (W ¼ 22 lm) as a function of
radiation intensity at frequency 1.07 THz (169 W/cm2). Full triangles are the
experimental data at gate voltage 0.1 V; dashed line is the fit of Eq. (1);
dashed-dotted line is fitted using theoretical prediction14 Eq. (3), empty dots
is RVI using the model (Eq. (13)), which takes into account the nonlinear
behavior of the channel current in a whole transistor operating range.

The antenna of THz FET detectors transforms incoming
radiation into voltage Vant. Voltage Vtr incident on the detector is given by
Vtr ¼ gant Vant ;

(4)
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FIG. 6. (a) Photoresponses of HEMT (W ¼ 40 lm) and MOSFET (parameters are present in Table I) as a function of radiation intensity at frequency 0.6 THz.
The gate voltages are VGS ¼ 0.1 V for HEMT and VGS ¼ 1.4 V for MOSFET. Full circles and triangles are experimental data of HEMT and MOSFET,
respectively. Solid lines are fit according to phenomenological Eq. (1). Full circles and triangles are fitting data points according to model Eq. (13) using parameters of Table I. (b)Output characteristic of HEMT (W ¼ 40 lm) and MOSFET samples. Dots and triangles are experimental for gate voltage VGS ¼ 0.1 V
for HEMT and VGS ¼ 1.4 V for MOSFET, respectively. Lines are fit according to Eq. (17) using parameters of Table I.

where gant is the coefficient representing losses in the parasitic elements and impedance mismatch between antenna
and detector. The input impedance is defined by the impedance of the antenna transmission line.
The maximum power, Pant, which is supplied to the FET
channel from the antenna, is given by29
Pant ¼ G

k2
=ir ;
4p

(5)

here, G is the antenna gain coefficient, k is the wavelength in
vacuum. Vant can be rewritten using Eq. (5),
2
2
Vant
¼ G k2 =ir ReZant ;
p

(6)

where Zant is the antenna impedance.28
Taking into account Eq. (6), Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(7)
Vtr ¼ kant =ir ;
where kant is the fitting parameter which depends on antenna
parameters and impedance matching.
The effective rectification length Leff (see Fig. 1(b)) can
be approximately calculated as30
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ln n
ln ðVGS  Vth Þ
Lef f ¼

;
(8)
xðdn=dUÞjU¼VGS
x
where n is the electron concentration in channel.
Values of Leff are shown in Table I for 0.6 THz for our
experimental samples.
A transistor at THz frequency can be represented by distributed RLC elements.7,31 Our model is based on the
assumption that FETs can be divided into two parts: the first
with length Leff where the rectification takes place (see Fig.
1(b)) and the second with length (L  Leff) connected in series (see Fig. 7). THz voltage and current are present only in
the first part, and the second is considered like as a load. To
model such behavior, we add elements L1, L2, C1 to the

equivalent circuit. Inductance L1 models the absence of THz
current flow through the load resistor. Inductance L2 models
the absence of THz voltage on the gate of the load part with
length (L  Leff). Capacitance C1 is the gate-to-channel capacitance of the load part, and ic represents the ac THz current through the gate. Cg models two sources (VGS0, Vtr)
decoupling. The vGS1 and vGS2 is the gate voltage at Leff and
L  Leff, respectively.
Let us assume that the signal current flows in the circuit
formed by the detector and an external load RL. The vDS is
the voltage between source and drain. The vDS1 is the voltage
drop over characteristic length Leff; and vDS2 is the voltage
drop on the length (L  Leff). Current through part Leff is
given by Eq. (17) with corresponding values
iDS1 ¼ IDS ðvDS1 ; vGS1 ; Lef f Þ;

(9)

where
vDS1 ¼ vDS2  RL iL þ Vtr cosðxtÞ;

(10a)

vGS1 ¼ VGS0 þ Vtr cosðxtÞ:

(10b)

The current through part (L  Leff) is given by

FIG. 7. The scheme of THz detection by FET with load and parasitic elements. S, D, G are the source, drain, and gate terminals of FET THz detector, respectively; RL is the load resistance of readout circuit, L and Leff are
length and effective detection length of transistor channel, respectively, iL is
signal current, Vtr is the amplitude of the external THz ac voltage, VGS0 is
the external dc bias voltage on gate.
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iDS2 ¼ IDS ðvDS2 ; vGS2 ; L  Lef f Þ;

(11a)

vGS2 ¼ VGS0 ;

(11b)

iL ¼ iDS2 ;

(11c)

iDS1 ¼ iDS2 þ iC :

(11d)

The value of vDS2 is found numerically from equation
IDS (vDS2, VGS0, L  Leff) ¼ iL.
After averaging Eq. (9) over the period s and taking into
account Eqs. (10a), (10b), (11c), (11d) and hiCi ¼ 0, we
obtain the equation for iL current in the read out circuit
ðs
1
iL ¼
IDS ½vDS2  RL iL þ Vtr cosðxtÞ; VGS0
s
0

þ Vtr cosðxtÞ; Lef f dt:

(12)

The photoresponse DU is
DU ¼ RL iL :

(13)

Equations (11a) and (12) form the system of nonlinear equations with respect to vDS2 and iL. In the case of low radiation
intensity (Vtr  uT, where uT is the thermal voltage), Eqs.
(11a), (12), and (13) simplifies to Eq. (14a) and DU is proportional to Iir. For large radiation intensities (Vtr  uT), numerical methods should be used.
For low input intensities, the simple analytical model Eq.
(14a) of the broadband photoresponse based on Dyakonov
and Shur model32 was proposed in Ref. 33. It allows calculation of photoresponse using static I–V characteristics
DU ¼

Vtr2
g Fr ;
4 L

(14a)

where Fr is the function of the channel conductivity


1 drch
Fr ¼
rch dVGS


;

(14b)

VDS !0

Vtr is the amplitude of the ac voltage induced between the
gate and source by the THz radiation, VGS is the dc voltage
between the gate and source, rch is the channel conductivity,
gL is the voltage divider transfer coefficient,
gL ¼

1
;
1 þ Rch =ZL

(15a)

1
;
jxm CL

(15b)

ZL ¼ RL k

where Rch is the channel resistance and ZL is the complex load
impedance of the setup, CL is the capacitance of measurement
circuit, xm is the modulation frequency. Equation (15a) takes
into account that the photoresponse curve depends on the load
impedance value of the read-out circuit, since this load impedance forms the voltage-divider with the transistor channel.
The function Fr in Eq. (14a) is expressed through rch,
which is useful for processing experimental data. When

analytic current expression IDS(VDS, VGS) for FET device is
known, Fr in Eq. (14b) can be written as

1
@IDS
@ 2 IDS
:
(16)
Fr ¼
@VDS
@VGS @VDS
Equation (14a) relates photoresponse value with dc
characteristics of the transistor. There is no frequency dependency in Eq. (14a) and generally, it should be corrected
by introducing the power and frequency dependent factors27,28 (see Eqs. (4) and (6)).
Previous THz FET models6,25 used the expression of
IDS(VDS, VGS) valid either only in the weak inversion or only
in the strong inversion regions. Equation (17) is a phenomenological unified equation which describes entire range of
transistor operation: strong and weak inversion ranges
simultaneously.
Following Ref. 34, we write the drain-source current IDS
(VDS, VGS),
IDS ðVDS ; VGS ; LÞ ¼

W
l Cox ð2gÞ/2T
L n
h
i2
lnð1 þ eðVGS Vth þagVDS Þ=ð2g/t Þ Þ
h
i2 
;
 lnð1 þ eðVGS Vth bgVDS Þ=ð2g/T Þ Þ
(17)

where W and L are the width and length of transistor channel,
respectively; Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area,
uT ¼ kBT/q is the thermal voltage, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, q is the electron charge. Equation
(17) describes the channel current in all inversion and saturation regions.34 Equation (17) was used to fit experimental dc
I – V data in Fig. 4(a) (right ordinate) for HEMT detectors
(parameters are presented in Table I). With respect to the
original equation in Ref. 34, we add to Eq. (17) terms containing coefficients a and b (in original formula a ¼ 0,
b ¼ 1). These fitting parameters allow for better matching
with experimental data in the saturation region (slight current
increase in Fig. 6(b)). Equation (17) was originally developed for silicon MOSFETs but the one describes HEMT data
sufficiently good (see Fig. 6(b)).
The high intensity radiation can result in carriers heating
and in heating of the transistor itself. Temperature is one of
the main parameters that influence transistor characteristics.
It changes characteristics of the transistor and thus changes
its intrinsic responsivity. Earlier in Ref. 35, the photoresponse behavior below room temperatures was studied. Here,
we consider also the photoresponse behavior for temperatures higher than 300 K. In strong-inversion regime, the
channel mobility in FET devices can be written as34
ln ðTÞ ¼ ln ðTr Þ

 kl
T
;
Tr

(18)

where Tr is the temperature at which parameters were
extracted and kl is the constant temperature coefficient,
which varies between 1.2 and 2.34,36
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The threshold
temperature34
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voltage

decreases

linearly

Vth ðTÞ ¼ Vth ðTr Þ  kth ðT  Tr Þ;

with
(19)

where kth for Si-MOSFET is between 0.5 and 3 mV/K,34 for
HEMT device kth is smaller for, e.g., 0.3 mV/K.37 Results of
fitting using Eqs. (18) and (19) are presented in Fig. 4(b).
One can see good agreement between calculations and experimental data.
To calculate the photoresponse, the following steps are
performed: (i) transistor parameters are extracted from dc
measurements data, (ii) Eq. (12) is numerically solved to get iL
versus incoming irradiation, (iii) DU is found using Eq. (13),
(iv) comparing experimental and model data in the linear
region, the constant kant is determined and introduced into Eq.
(7). The model takes into account the non-linear behavior of
the current in the transistor channel. The final fitting results of
our model are compared with experimental data in Fig. 6(a).
One can see that the model shows good agreement with the experimental data for the MOSFET in all ranges; for HEMT
there is a slight deviation from experiment at high intensities.
Figure 6(b) shows that the MOSFETs dc transfer characteristics are well described by Eq. (17). The accuracy of simulations by model Eq. (17) for HEMT is slightly lower than for
MOSFET transistors (Fig. 6(b)). The photoresponse model accuracy depends on the accuracy of the transistor current model.
Performing the simulations with different sets of parameters, we have observed that in principle the non-linear behavior can be also explained by transistor heating by incoming
radiation. However we found that reproducing the nonlinear
effects in THz FET detectors requires unrealistically high temperatures. Therefore, we can with certainty state that the channel current saturation (similar to one observed in standard dc
characteristics) is the dominating effect responsible for THz
photoresponse saturation at high radiation intensities.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Photoresponse of field effect transistors to THz radiation
was observed in a wide range of intensities: from 0.5 mW/cm2
up to 500 kW/cm2 and for frequencies from 0.13 THz to 3.3
THz. We demonstrate that photoresponse can be linear with
respect to radiation intensity in a wide range of intensities, up
to several kW/cm2. In all cases, we observed that the linear
region is followed by the nonlinear part and saturation.
Experimental data were successfully interpreted in the frame
of the generalized model of THz FET detection. This model
takes into account the nonlinear behavior of the channel current in a whole transistor operating range, which is especially
important at high THz radiation intensities. Both experiments
and theoretical model show that dynamic range of field effect
transistors based terahertz detectors extends over many orders
of magnitude of intensity of incoming THz radiation.
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